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Abstract
The paper presents an approach to modelling operation process of critical infrastructure networks located within
certain area. The approach has been conducted basing on networks located within the Baltic Sea area, being
however also general concept of network of critical infrastructure networks operational process analysis.
Operation process of particular critical infrastructure network has been defined, and then its characteristics
described, by applying a semi-Markov processes modelling approach. Further, similar approach has been
conducted to model operation process of network of critical infrastructure networks. On the base of models of
operation processes of certain critical infrastructure network, and network of critical infrastructure networks,
general approach to Global Baltic Network of Critical Infrastructure Networks modelling is presented as well.
cover; falling level of the Baltic in the northern shores
and rising to the south; increased beach erosion due to
increased storminess in the eastern Baltic Sea; and
increasing eutrophication problems in coastal waters
[7]. Main socio-economic implications coming out of
forecasted climate changes are: high vulnerability of
southern part of the Baltic coast to sea level rise
flooding; impact on sea-life and therefore on fisheries
and aquaculture of warmer, more acidic seawater;
increasing risks of inundation and erosion of coastal
road transport networks, causing disruptions in the
transport of goods and in the mobility of local
communities; energy production located in coastal
areas, threatened by climate change induced storm
surges, sea-level rise and flooding; impacts on
agriculture, resulting in extreme cases, a reduction in
suitable areas for cultivation in certain European
regions; and erosion and flooding of sensitive coastal
ecosystems such as brackish waters and tidal pools
[17].
In terms of the Baltic Sea area, following matters are
pointed concerning critical infrastructure systems
reflecting predicted climate changes: protecting built
environments against floods or ensuring water
and energy supply during consumption peaks;
infrastructure in coastal areas as well as off-shore

1. Introduction
Critical infrastructure systems protection has become
last years very important part of many public
institutions and entrepreneurs activities. This is
coming out of both: increasing menace of terrorist
attacks
usually
concentrated
on
critical
infrastructures, and increasing amount of different
kinds of elemental disasters taking place in the near
past, that also caused significant negative impact on
critical infrastructure systems [7]). It is also predicted,
forecasted climate changes will significantly impact
on critical infrastructure assets, too. Thus, intensive
works on adapting infrastructures to possible climate
fluctuations, have been processed for last couple of
years [17]-[18].
The Baltic Sea area is a region significantly fitted with
various critical infrastructure systems. Additionally,
geographical conditions of the area, cause potential
failure of one of the systems, can lead to a massive
negative impact on natural environment and societies
located within and around. Also, predicted climate
changes do have significant meaning for the Baltic
Sea and critical infrastructures located within: one of
the greatest (within Europe) increases in sea surface
temperature; decreasing trend in the Baltic Sea's ice
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installations (e.g. transmission lines, wind turbines),
affected by sea level rise; increasing frequency and
intensity of extreme weather events (e.g. storms, heat
waves, flooding) having significant impact on the
functioning of transport infrastructure; consequences
of climate change for transport infrastructure such as
for rail, road, shipping and aviation; increased
frequency of extreme weather events or changing
water and air temperatures having effects on energy
transmission, distribution, generation and demand;
and floods, identified as a particular threat to
electricity generators and related physical assets [18].
Basing on above mentioned issues, the analysis of
industry installations and other systems performing
activities within the Baltic Sea area, including
prognosis of their developments has been performed.
Moreover, the specification of criteria determining
particular systems as the critical infrastructure
subsystems, reflecting climate influence on their
operation was done as well [2]. After that, 8 Baltic
critical infrastructure networks for various existing in
the region industrial installations were defined and
analysed [1], [3]-[6], [21]-[23] and 1 network of 3
most natural and typical for Baltic Sea Region critical
infrastructure networks was defined and its operation
process was primarily modelled [20].
The intention of the article is to make an effort in order
to conceptualize a global network of all considered
critical infrastructures within the Baltic Sea area and
create it as Baltic critical infrastructure “network of
networks”.
To do this generally, we consider a certain fixed area
of the Baltic Sea Region and suppose there is a
number of critical, interacting and interconnected
infrastructure networks, operating within.

that during their operation process can take
respectively v (i ) , v (i )  N , different operation states

z1(i ) , z2(i ) ,..., zv( i( )i ) ,
Further, we define respectively those critical
infrastructure networks’ operation processes

Z (i ) (t ), t  0, ), i  1,2,..., k ,

(1)

with discrete operation states from the sets

Z (i )  {z1(i ) , z2(i ) ,..., zv( i( )i ) }, i  1,2,..., k.

(2)

To model this processes, we can assume that the
critical infrastructure operation processes Z ( i ) (t ),

t  0, ), i  1,2,..., k , are semi-Markov processes
[19], [24], [25]-[27] with the conditional sojourn
times  bl(i ) at the operation states zb(i ) when its next
operation state is zl(i ) , b, l  1,2,..., v (i ) , b  l.
Under these assumptions, the particular critical
BCIN (i ) ,
i  1,2,..., k ,
infrastructure network
operation process Z ( i ) (t ), t  0, ), i  1,2,..., k ,
may be described by the following parameters:
- the vector
[ pb(i ) (0)]1 ( i )  [ p1(i ) (0), p2(i ) (0),..., pv( (i )i ) (0)]

(3)

of the initial probabilities

2. Operation processes of Baltic critical
infrastructure networks

pb(i ) (0)  P( Z (i ) (0)  zb(i ) ), b  1,2,..., (i ) ,

We assume, that there are k , k  N of interconnected
and interdependent Baltic critical infrastructure
networks BCIN (i ) , i  1,2,..., k , interacting directly
and indirectly at various levels of their complexity and
operating activity within this area. Moreover, we
suppose that the operation processes of these critical
infrastructure networks have an influence on their
safety and on their operating environment safety as
well.
To describe this influence, we start with constructing
a general model of the Global Baltic Network of
Critical Infrastructure Networks (GBNCIN) and its
general operation process. To do this, we assume that
the GBNCIN is composed of k Baltic Critical
Infrastructure Networks (BCIN) marked by

i  1,2,..., k ,

(4)

of the critical infrastructure network

BCIN (i ) ,

i  1,2,..., k , operation process Z (i ) (t ) staying at
particular operation states at the moment t  0;
- the matrix

[ pbl(i ) ] ( i )  ( i )

(i )
 p11
 (i )
p
  21

 (i )
 p ( i ) 1

(i )
p12
(i )
p22

p(i()i ) 2

of the probabilities
pbl(i ) , b, l  1,2,..., (i ) , b  l,

BCIN (i ) , i  1,2,..., k ,
16

p1(i1()i ) 

 p2(i )( i ) 


 p(i()i ) ( i ) 


(5)

(6)
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of the critical infrastructure network operation process
Z (i ) (t ) transitions between the operation states zb(i )

Z (i )  {z1(i ) , z 2(i ) ,..., zv( i( )i ) }, i  1,2,..., k ,

Thus, the number  of all operation states of the
GBNCIN is equal to

and zl(i ) , where by formal agreement
(i )
pbb
 0 for b  1,2,..., (i ) ;

(7)

   (1)  ( 2)    ( k ) .

- the matrix

To simplify the notation, we number the vector
operation states from 1 up to  and we assume that the
operation process Z GBNCIN (t ), of the GBNCIN is
taking the following operation states

[ H bl(i ) (t )] ( i )  ( i )
 H11(i ) (t ) H12(i ) (t )  H (i )( i ) (t ) 
1
 (i )

(i )
H 21 (t ) H 22
(t )  H 2(i )( i ) (t ) 




 (i )

(i )
(i )
 H ( i ) 1 (t ) H ( i ) 2 (t )  H ( i ) ( i ) (t )

H bl(i ) (t )  P(bl(i )  t ), b, l  1,2,..., (i ) , b  l,

(13)

z1 , z2 ,..., z .

(8)

Further, to model the operation process Z GBNCIN (t ),

t  0,   , of the GBNCIN it is assumed that this
process is a semi-Markov process [19], [24], [25]-[27]
with the conditional sojourn times bl at the operation

of the conditional distribution functions
(9)

states zb when its next operation state is zl ,
b, l  1,2,...,, b  l.
Under this assumption, the GBNCIN operation
process Z GBNCIN (t ), t  0,   , may be described by
the following parameters:

of the critical infrastructure network operation process
Z (i ) (t ) conditional sojourn times  bl(i ) at the operation
states zb(i ) when the next operation state is and zl(i ) ,
where by formal agreement

- the vector

(i )
H bb
(t )  0 for b  1,2,..., (i ) .

[ pb (0)]1  [ p1 (0), p2 (0),..., p  (0)]

3. Operation process of the Global Baltic
Network of Critical Infrastructure Networks

pb (0)  P( Z GBNCIN (0)  zb ), b  1,2,...,,

of the

GBNCIN = {BCIN(i); i  1,2,..., k , k  N }



GBNCIN operation process

(15)

Z GBNCIN (t ),

t  0,   , staying at particular operation states at the

moment t  0;

Further, we define respectively the GBNCIN
operation process
Z GBNCIN (t )  Z (1) (t ), Z ( 2) (t ),, Z ( k ) (t ) ,

(14)

of the initial probabilities

As it has been assumed in chapter 2 above, the
GBNCIN is a set composed of k critical infrastructure
networks, i.e.



(12)

- the matrix
(10)

for t  0,   , with the following discrete operation
states in the form of a vector from the set

[ pbl ]

Z GBNCIN  {[ z (1) , z ( 2) ,..., z ( k ) ] : k  N } k  N , (11)

 p11

p
  21


 p1

p12
p22
p 2

p1 

 p2 


 p 


(16)

of the probabilities

where the vector coordinates z (i ) are the discrete
operation states of the i-th critical infrastructure
networks BCIN(i), i  1,2,..., k , respectively from the
sets

pbl , b, l  1,2,...,, b  l,
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of the

GBNCIN operation process

- the Baltic Oil Pipeline Critical Infrastructure
Network (BOPCIN) is marked by BCIN (7) ;
- the Baltic Ship Traffic and Port Operation
Information Critical Infrastructure Network
(BSTPOICIN) by BCIN (8) .
Further, we can describe the operation processes

Z GBNCIN (t ),

t  0,   , transitions between the operation states

zb and zl , where by formal agreement
pbb  0 for b  1,2,...,;

(18)

Z (i ) (t ), t  0,), i  1,2,...,8,

- the matrix
[ H bl (t )] 

 H11 (t ) H12 (t )  H (t ) 
1


H
(
t
)
H
(
t
)

H
(t )
21
22

2


 



 H1 (t ) H 2 (t )  H (t ) 

and the operation states

z1(i ) , z 2(i ) ,..., zv( i( )i ) ,

(19)

of particular critical infrastructure networks

BCIN (i ) , i  1,2,...,8,

of the conditional distribution functions

H bl (t )  P(bl  t ), b, l  1,2,...,, b  l,
of the

GBNCIN operation process

t  0,   , conditional sojourn times

as the introduced in this paper semi-Markov procesess
by defining:
- their vectors

(20)
Z GBNCIN (t ),

[ pb(i ) ]1x ( i ) , i  1,2,...,8,

bl at the

operation states zb when the next operation state is

of the probabilities of initial operation states at the
moment t  0;
- their matricies

zl , where by formal agreement
H bb (t )  0 for b  1,2,...,.

[ pbl( i ) ] ( i )  ( i ) , t  0,), i  1,2,...,8,

4. Detailed approach to Global Baltic
Network of Critical Infrastructure Networks
modelling

of the probabilities of transitions between their
operation states.
- their matricies

Going into details and considering findings of [1], [3][6], [21]-[23], the above general approach to the
GBNCIN operation process modelling, we assume the
number of this network of networks is composed of
k  8 critical infrastructure networks and we mark
them respectively as follows:
- the Baltic Port Critical Infrastructure Network
(BPCIN) is marked by BCIN (1) ;
- the Baltic Shipping Critical Infrastructure Network
(BSCIN) is marked by BCIN ( 2) ;
- the Baltic Oil Rig Critical Infrastructure Network
(BORCIN) is marked by BCIN (3) ;
- the Baltic Wind Farm Critical Infrastructure
Network (BWFCIN) is marked by BCIN ( 4) ;
- the Baltic Electric Cable Critical Infrastructure
Network (BECCIN) is marked by BCIN (5) ;
- the Baltic Gas Pipeline Critical Infrastructure
Network (BGPCIN) is marked by BCIN (6) ;

[ H bl(i ) (t )] ( i )  ( i ) , t  0,), i  1,2,...,8,
of the conditional sojourn times in their operation
states.
The next steps in modelling the GBNCIN operation
process, taking into account just defined processes
Z (i ) (t ), t  0,), i  1,2,...,8, interactions and
interdependences, the joint operation process of this
network of critical infrastructure networks can be
defined in the form of the vector
ZGBNCIN (t )  [ Z (1) (t ), Z ( 2) (t ),..., Z (8) (t )],
t  0,).

According to (13)-(20), the GBNCIN operation
process Z GBNCIN (t ), t  0,   , may assume the
number
18
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(1)



( 2)

  

(8 )

(21)
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- the matrix
[ p bl ]  
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